The best of both worlds! Take the versatile shell of the International CCD and the fresh, contemporary functionality of the Safari: meet the Safari Special Edition 2006. Here is a travel trailer that is roomy on the inside and gracefully compact on the outside. The Safari SE has an open feel, with vista view and wrap-around windows. Enjoy panoramas of the great outdoors, within the comforts of home. The Safari SE has a modern, relaxing décor with sleek aluminum interior skin and gently rounded overhead compartment doors. Functional amenities throughout this Special Edition Airstream make travel a pleasant adventure. Go Safari SE — for the safari of your life.

SPECIAL EDITION FEATURES

- Aluminum interior skin
- Comfortable, durable interiors
- Airstream vista-view and wrap-around windows
- Brushed aluminum blinds
- Décor lighting
- Limited special edition badge
- 25' SS, 25' FB and 19' models are available
### SAFARI SPECIAL EDITION

#### ENTERTAINMENT
- Antenna (radio) **STD**
- Speakers, mounted & wired (4 each) **STD**
- Sony AM/FM/CD receiver with CD controller: 35w high power output speakers (4), 12FM/6AM presets, auto memory, quartz clock **STD**
- T.V. ready: TV antenna & outlets **STD (1)**
- Satellite prewire **STD**
- Premium audio upgrade package: Sony 10 disc CD changer **OPT**
- Sony 120 watt active subwoofer **STD**
- Directional lights at sofa bed **STD**

#### DIMENSIONS
- Actual length **19' 2''**
- Width exterior **8'**
- Height exterior with air conditioner **9' 5''**
- Height interior with air conditioner **8' 2''**
- Hitch ball height **17 1/4''**
- Safety chain hook 11700 lb. rating (meets CSA) **11700 lb.**

#### SAFARI SE FLOORPLANS

- **SAFARI 19’ Bambi** with sofa or dinette options
- **SAFARI 25’ SS** with sofa options - sleeps up to six people
- **SAFARI 25’ FB** with twin beds option

---

**All these features and more in your new Safari Special Edition!** Specifications are subject to change without notice. Check with your Airstream dealer for upgrades and options available for this model. Canadian specifications will differ from the United States.